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0.6in.Coombethwaite, the lakeside town where passions run
deep, is the setting for the stories in Blaze, the first anthology
from The Minxes of Romance. 8 scorching tales from The
Minxes of Romance. Romance is in the air for Coombethwaites
retained firefighters, and none of them will escape its heat
unscorched! MEMORYS FLAME by Maya Blake A fiery reunion
when Ellie returns after twelve long years to bury her
grandfather, the last person she expects to see is her first love,
Jake Spencer. One look, one touch and they know memorys
flame is as sizzling as ever! THE FIRE INSIDE by Romy Sommer
Fire fighter Sam Redfern is used to being seen as just one of the
boys. Until TV talent scout and celebrity Ryan Morgan shows
up in Coombethwaite and starts to make her feel very much
like a woman. A woman with needs. A SMOULDERING
ATTRACTION by Suzanna Ross Shelley Fox is finished with all
things romantic. So is Harrison Reid - until he meets Shelley
and realises he might easily be persuaded otherwise. LOCKED
INTO LOVE...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to
read through again again down the road. Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i
finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Sta nton-- Noel Sta nton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e
book. I am easily could get a satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr . O die Ha m ill-- Dr . O die Ha m ill
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